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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 

 Working Group 
 amp.wordmeaning.org
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dorsometacarpal
DORSOMETACARPAL relative or belonging to the dorsal or back of the metacarp, each of the 5 intermediate bones of
the hand ( metacarpals ). 

dosier
DOSIER, French dossier, Folder folder with important documents that accumulate historically, on a case, a project, a
pending topic ofresolver.  .

dostoievskiana
DOSTOIEVSKIANA relating to or belonging to Fedor Dostoyevsky or his literature

dostoievskiano
DOSTOIEVSKIANO concerning the Russian writer of the Tsarist era, Fedor Dovstoieski

dothraki
DOTHRAKI fictional nomadic people who inhabit the plains of the Dothraki Sea, in George R's Song of Ice and Fire.  R. 
Martin. 

double
DOUBLE English word meaning double or if it is verb, bend .  I need a double size dress, or double X ( XX ) .   (I)
Double! Expression that means (I) doblo

dracónida
DRACONIDA Draconids are a shower of meteors from the periodic comet 21P/Giacobini-Zinner .  It happens in the first
days of October, being between the nights of 8 to 10, more remarkable. 

dracónidas
Draconid DRACONIDS are a shower of meteors from the periodic comet 21P/Giacobini-Zinner .  It happens in the first
days of October, being between the nights of 8 to 10, more remarkable. 

draft
Draft anglilicism by scheme, model, draft

drag
DRAG KING woman, lesbian, bisexual, or whatever you dress exaggeratedly and ampulously as a man to entertain the
audience of a show or cabaret with intentions to mock sexual identity. 

drag butch
DRAG BUTCH a man who acts as DRAG QUEEN but is characterized by being heterosexual

drag diva
DRAG DIVA heterosexual, homosexual or bisexual of beautiful factions that makes shows like DRAG QUEEN, mocking



gender identities. 

drag princess
DRAG PRINCESS heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual or whatever, of very young age, who plays a woman with
exaggerated and eccentric female attire, for the purpose of entertaining and mocking gender identities. 

drag queen
DRAG QUEEN contrary to what the DRAE asserted is not a transvestite homosexual, but any heterosexual,
homosexual, bisexual or of any kind, who cross-dressing, that is, is that it is dressed in an eye-catching and
exaggerated way with women's clothing in order to entertain an audience. 

dragoncito
DRAGON DIminutive DRAGON .  Little dragon, fabulous snake-shaped animal with wings and throwing flames through
the mouth to incinerate its victims.

dramedia
DRAMEDIA neologism and anglilicism derived from DRAMEDY, contraction of drama and comedy.  It refers to works in
which formal elements of both genres are mixed and in which the protagonists make use of comedy in a formal work. 
Comedies or sitcoms are about 20 minutes long.  Dramas tend to be twice as good.  The dramedia is located between
the two. 

dreamer
DREAMER in English , dreamer .  Ozzy Osbourne song .  DREAMERS : Film of Bernardo Bertolucci ( 2003 ) 

dreampop
DREAMPOP alternative rock subgenre, a softer style than its predecessor new wave, or new wave. Term comes from
the English Dream dream and pop popr (a bubble) for its dreamy style. 

dreidel
DREIDEL pyrinola used in the festivities of Hanuka Jewish holiday Has 4 values, , nun, gimmel, hei and shin
representing the amount of candies or other gifts that have been earned

dress code
DRESS CODE English expression meaning dress code .  It corresponds to the way you dress according to social rules
according to the events.  Casual, formal and tag (smoking) are some of these codes.

driminate
DRIMINATE is the generic name for an antihistamine drug used to counteract vomiting, nausea and dizziness.  The pills
are 50 mg.   .

drink
DRINK English word, as noun means drink, as verb means to drink , drink . 

driving



DRIVING driving, driving in English

droga del amor
LOVE DROGA is so called ecstasy or MDMA because it produces an intensification of tactile sensations while having
sex, as well as an increase in the intensity of visual effects and colors. 

drogadictos
DROGADICTOS plural of [EDROGADICTO Person Using Drugs .

drone
DRONE drone, miniature aircraft that can perform intelligent tasks comk security, filming, armed attacks and other
missions. 

drum and bass
DRUM AND BASS Literally, drum and bass, colloquially, electronic music that emerged in England in the early 90s.  It is
noted for the accelerated breaks combined with powerful bass lines.  Drum and bass began as an offshoog of the rave
genre

drunkorexia
DRUNKOREXIA anglicism derived from drunk , drunk; new pathology that occurs in young people, especially among
women between 16 and 25 years, which consists of not eating food to compensate for calories by future alcohol intake. 

dry brushing
DRY BRUSHING dry brushing anglilicism, dead epithelial cell removal technique, helping to reduce fluid retention and
cellulite. 

drywall
DRYWALL plate made with calcium sulfate that is used in construction for dividing partitions. 

dsscriptor neutro
DSSCRIPTOR NEUTRAL typo by NEUTRAL DESCRIPTOR Descriptors are labels of concepts, types, patterns and
category rules that allow you to classify a text or document and then search for those categories.  A neutral descriptir is
one that does not affect a document because it does not contain it. 

dt
DT acronym for Technical Director

duda
HE HESITATES hesitation of the mood regarding two or more alternatives.  2 .  Indecision in respect of two trials, or in
respect of a news item or situation. 3 .  Subject submitted for discussion and evaluation

dudoso
DOUBTFUL Past participle of the verb DOUBT , to hesitate between alternatives : it manifested doubtful .  .  2 . 
Suspicious , not very credible 3 .  probably illegitimate, false Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be



unlikely, uncertain, probably false, insecure, hesitant

due diligence
DUE DILINGENCE anglilicism by DUE DILIGENCE , a very common expression in the commercial field and refers to
the due care that the head of an organization must take when signing important contracts or having to make decisions
that affect the future of that organization. 

duendes
GOBLINS pl .  of GOBLIN

dulzones
SWEETNESS plural of SWEETNESS, slightly sweet taste, or a little past sweetness

dulzura de luz en sentido iteral
LIGHT SWEETNESS IN LITERAL SENSE in literal sense, that is to say as it is said or written, sweetness of light is a
sweet fact of light, which, obviously can only exist in the imagination of the author.  The sense of sympathy is even more
extravagant, sympathy made of light.  A Theme for Michael Ende (Momo, 1973) 

dummy
DUMMY 1 .  colloquial anglicism by fool , leso 2 .  in bridge: cards that the partner of the carder tends on the table after
the opponent discovered the starting card, so that the carder manages both hands during the carteo of that game. 

durana
DURANA José Miguel Durana is a Chilean politician born in 1960, and who, representing the UDI, has held high
positions of representativeness in the northern zone, as councilor of Arica, Intendant of the Arica and Parinacota region,
governor of the province of Arica

durela
DURELA 100 mg capsules .  From an analgesic opioid to relieve people who will have to endure days of severe pain. 

durián
DURION Typical Indonesian fruit of a malvacea discovered in 1763, which has a stinking smell but exquisite taste.

dwg
DWG or DraWinG is a computer file format, mainly used by the AUTOCAD product program of the company Autodesk.

dynato
DYNATO 1 .  Greek word meaning possible .   World of Warcraft 2 character.  Agori dynato Greek song by singer
Kostas Kountos 3 .    Kati Dynato Greek song by singer Konstantinos Thalassohoris .

e commerce
E COMMERCE anglicism for electronic commerce, online commerce, through networks. 



e v
eV , ( electron Volt, electron-volt or volt electron ) Fís .  amount of kinetic energy gained (or lost) by a single electron that
accelerates from rest through a difference in electrical potential of one volt in vacuum.

e-bike
E-BIKE electric bike

e-book
e-BOOK eBook that can be read on an electronic device, such as a tablet, a cell phone or a computer. 

e-cigarette
E-CIGARRETE Anglicism by ELECTRONIC CIGARETTE

e-comerce
E-COMERCE There is no such term.  It is a spelling mistake by e-COMMERCE anglicanism or commerce over the
Internet.  Commerce. 

e-commerce
e-COMMERCE (third time I define this) anglicism by ELECTRONIC COMMERCE via social networks.  Purchase, sale
and related transactions for the distribution or acquisition of products and services. 

e-learning
e-LEARNING electronic learning, or LEARNING VIA SOCIAL NETWORKS.  essentially the internet. 

e-sport
e-SPORT e comes from electronic and sports, anglicism for 'sport'; refers to interactive games on social media,
particularly those with rankings.  Can be individual or team

earcuff
EARCUFF earrings and ornaments to be placed by men and women on their ears with or without piercings or piercings. 

easy peasy
EASY PEASY verbatim easy pea; Colloquially EATEN BREAD, very easy, take it for granted.  in Chile we say chancaca
.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be chancaca, trivial, very simple

eavesdropping
EAVESDROPPING anglilicism for LISTENING TO HIDDEN

ebitda
EBITDA financial indicator, acronym for earnings before interest , taxes , depreciation , and amortization .  In Spanish,
gross operating profits calculated before the deduction of expenses.  Financial. 

ebullendo



EBULLENDO gerund of the verb EBULLIR , reach the temperature of a liquid to the point of evaporation . 

ecall
eCALL anglilicism by emergency call, communication system or emergency call made from a vehicle in case of a
potential accident or if the wireless alarm is activated by a passenger or their driver manually. 

echa en cara
FACE SEE IN FACE, collect feelings, recriminate, blame (for past events) 

echadas
Female PITCHES , plural of the last participle of the verb CAST , throw , dismiss

echalote
ECHALOTE Allium ascalonicum , in Chile shallot, vegetables of the aliace family, originating in Central Asia.  It is a
small onion about 2 to 3 cm in diameter, with very pleasant flavor, which is cooked whole. 

echar a alguien con cajas destempladas
THROW SOMEONE WITH UNSTEMPTED BOXES fire, exonerate a person by making it public knowledge, without
secrecy

echar al hombro
SHOULDERING RESPONSIBILITY

echar cuartos a espadas
PUT ROOMS TO ESPADAS The correct phrase is to PUT A FOURTH TO ESPADAS, enter, a little on the sidelines, in
the game played 2.  Intervene in a discussion by providing one's own opinion.  Getting a trick into something. 

echar diente
ECHAR THE TOOTH metaphorical expression that parodies hunting dogs that sink the tooth into the prey and do not
release it anymore.  It goes from just PUTTING THE EYE on it to grabbing it, taking over (someone or something) 

echar el alma en algo
ECHAR THE ALMA ( IN SOMETHING ) Put the soul, give everything (for something) .  Give as much as possible,
sacrifice (for something) .  Sweat the fat drop.

echar en cara
PUT IN FACE blame, take responsibility for some damage caused

echar en tierra
TO PUT IN EARTH the correct expression is TO PUT BY LAND and means to invalidate, destroy, crumb down , to take
down (a project, an argument, a thesis, a legal defense) 

echar la bronca



ECHAR THE BRONCA Get, bravado, angry, angry, scream, get angry with someone

echar la foca
ECHAR LA FOCA In Chile: Amatonate , increde hard

echar la pata adelante
START THE PAW FORWARD Die .  Expression originated because in hospitals the corpses are taken to the morgue in
wheelbarrows with the deceased always with his feet forward.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be
stretching the paw, going lying down, going out horizontally

echar la yegua
ECHAR LA YEGUA See THE YEGUA Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be tired,

echar moco
ECHAR MOCO jargon for sending a big muddy, a shit.  In Chile 1 .  Ejaculate, 2 .  Fornicate.  ( alluding to semen, similar
to nasal mucus)  In general, crying for something: I cried to snot lying

echar socos rotos
ECHAR SOCOS ROTOS does not exist, to my modest understanding.  Surely it was meant, ECHAR IN SACO ROTO ,
expression that is used to indicate that the effort that is made will not yield any fruit, which will be in vain, because it will
enter and fall and lose by the break.

echar un canelo
ECHAR A CANELO In Puerto Rico,, have sex.  Also in Guatemala.  Throwing mecate, in Mexico

echarse la yegua
ECHARSE THE YEGUA reflexive form of the verb echar .  Allegory of the peasant say, when the female of the horse is
drawn and indicating that it is very tired or lowned, without winning from work.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be exhausted, tired, depressed

echarse un palito
A PALITO IN Chile : dust yourself, fornicate .  In Argentina, Mexico and many others : Join several musicians and play
jam session impromptuly. 

echarselo
ECHELO (and don't THROW IT) kill him, kill him

echo cuartos
ECHO QUARTERS OF THROWING ROOMS TO ESPADAS

echose
ECHOSE spelling error by ECHARSE reflective form of indefinite preterite, third singular person of the verb ECHARSE ,
shopkeeper, lie down



eclogita
ECLOGITA metamorphic rock of coarse grain of basaltic composition of a density greater than that generated by surface
rocks. of the Earth's crust.  This is important in isostacy (balance of the masses inside the earth) and in convection (heat
transfer between areas of different temperature). 

eco-friendly
ECO-FRIENDLY ecology, ecological and FRIENDLY, friendly, related to a friendly or environmentally friendly ecology. 

eco-resort
ECORESORT Resort that promotes and protects the environment.

ecoagricultura
ECOAGRICULTURA Agroecology Agricultural technology that aims to make agriculture without the use of fossil fuels.

ecoanarquismo
ECOANARQUISMO line of thought that puts the emphasis on environmental issues.  Within this current coexist
anarcho-individualist positions such as anarcho-primerivism with social ecology, which has an anarcho-socialist
approach. An important influence on ecological anarchism has been provoked by the thought of the American
anarcho-individualist Henry David Thoreau and his book Walden, where he defends a simple and self-sufficient life,
integrated with the natural environment, which rejects industrialization. 

ecoansiedad
ECOANSIEDAD Intense, obsessive or continuous fear and fear in everyday life due to situations related to ecology and
the environment.  Physiological effects such as tachycardia, sweating, agitated breathing and abnormal tiredness may
be associated.

ecoansioso
ECOANSIOSO , a person suffering from eco-sensitivity, who is struggling to prevent the destruction of natural resources
and eliminate toxic emissions. of the planet. 

ecoansioso ecoansiosa
ECO-SENSITIVE ECO-ANSIOSA see ECOANSIOSO

ecobanco
ECOBANCO Bank that has the policy to finance only projects that contribute ecologically to society, for which it makes
loans at lower rates than those of the market, as well as pays lower fees to investors.

ecoblanqueo
ECOBLANQUEO marketing management that commercial companies do, especially clothing, to make buyers believe
that they are sustainable and concerned about the environment, when in fact they do the legal minimum to avoid fines
or, simply, make misleading advertising.  See GREENWASHING and zero cruelty

ecobotella
ECOBOTELLA bottle that is filled with other plastics, in a clean and dry state.  In the event that the materials are
non-recyclable we are talking about ecoladrillos. 



ecocardiografía transesofágica
TRANSESOPHAGEAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY CARDIOGRAPHY or pressure of images of the inside of the heart
performed using the technique of ultrasound or magnetic resonance imaging and physiologically taken by means of a
duct that goes from the mouth to the stomach. 

ecochic
ECOCHIC, contraction of Ecologic and Chic, elegant, fashionable.  It is everything that is new, that is fashionable and
that is promoter of an environmental improvement, that is, ecological.  It is characteristic that something ECOCHIC is
first driven by a celebrity, followed by thousands of supporters or fans, along with their green projects, which become
ECOCHICS. Ecochic fashion differs from the traditional, changing season-to-season, as it has long-term goals, which is
to create a change of awareness about the impact human action has on the environment. 

ecoclimática
ECOCLIMATIC , A related to the generation of air conditioning in a more economical, efficient and ecological way. 

ecoclimático
ECOCLIMATIC , A related to the generation of air conditioning in a more economical, efficient and ecological way. 

ecocomisaría
ECOCOMISARY legal body of monitoring, control and formalization of charges against those who may contravene
environmental regulations.

ecodensa
ECODENSO , According to my son-in-law, head of the research and development department of General Electric in
Salzburg, doctor of ultrasound physics, this is a term related to the physical, muscle or bone density detected in an
ultrasound exam.  Ultrasound exams are the ability to bounce a sound.   Ecodensity or ecogenicity is higher when the
surface produced by the echo reflects increased sound waves.  Higher ecodensity tissues are called hyperecogenic and
produce softer colors in medical ultrasound.  In contrast, tissues with low ecogenicity are called hypoecogenic and are
usually depicted with darker colors.  Areas without ecogenicity are called anechogenic and look completely dark. 

ecodensas
ECODENSAS plural de ECODENSA

ecodiseño
ECODESIGN design that considers the sustainable aspect from the moment of design to when it is a waste, through the
production and consumption of the product. 

ecoetiquetado
ECOLABELED product labeling by providing relevant information regarding environmental care in the production chain. 

ecofascismo
ECOFASCISM .  Term result of the concatenation of echo, ecological and fascism, political, social and cultural ideology
of totalitarian cut, based on a project of monolithic unity (corporatism), which exalts the idea of nation versus that of
individual or class; denies political disagreement for the sake of a single party and regionalisms and localisms for the
benefit of centralized power.  This ideology applied to ecology, ECOFASCISMO, consists, to my modest understanding,
of having a national ecological project, very centralized, where the interests of the nation take precedence over



individuals and business, and where no one can argue or resisting the decisions of the central government, for it is the
one who looks after the interest of all, well superior to the individual.

ecofeminista
ECOFEMINIST person who subscribes to the objectives of ECOFEMINISM, a social movement that supports the
existence of deep links between the subordination of women and the destructive exploitation of nature, and whose
objective is to achieve justice, that is, equality or superiority for women over men and transform the human relationship
with other living beings and nature. 

ecofiscalidad
ECOFISCALITY condition that has to do with the tax system or all tax laws, but restricted to the field of ecology or that
always have in mind to promote and comply with as far as possible environmental improvement rules and procedures.

ecofiscalización
ECO CONTROL inspection and control of compliance with environmental, ecological and sustainability standards. 

ecoladrillo
ECOLADRILLO is a PET bottle filled under pressure with non-recyclable material, clean and dry. 

ecolavado
ECOWASH image cleaning that makes a brand or commercial company to present itself as concerned about
sustainability and being a green entity, which cares about the environment and the carbon footprint

ecolucida
ECOLUCIDA Spelling Error by ECO-CIDE , A

ecommerce
Ecommerce anglicism to designate everything related to e-commerce, done through digital media. 

ecomovilidad
ECOMOVILITY mobility or physical displacement considered from the point of view of ecology, that is, the conditions to
move in polluting nk media, such as bicycle, skates, or electrical means.

econazismo
ECONAZISMO Doctrine or line of thought that is authoritarian and aims to impose by force, every event,
environmentalist ideas and principles that are supposed to improve the quality of future life of humanity through the care
of the environment and implementation of drastic ecological measures, at any price.

economía circular
CIRCULAR ECONOMY production and consumption system that is concerned with sustainability Reducing waste and
Recicling for the benefit of the whole society. 

economía colaborativa
COLLABORATIVE ECONOMY economy based on reducing costs and maximizing profits through the parties providing



and working on activities in which they have advantages in way to improve the results of each business.  For example,
instead of leasing the soil, someone puts the soil, another grows it, a third fumiga and another harvest, finally instead of
selling the crop another partner transports it and sells it at fairs or top it off.  Another way is to achieve diversity through
the distribution of production.  I specialize in A, you in B and him in C.  Then we sell the production together, achieving
better prices than if each one negotiated individually.

economía real
REAL ECONOMY expression derived from REALPOLITIK German term used for that austere (realistic) policy against
populist or exaggerated ones.  It abides by the reality of the circumstances that are lived and abandon ideological
considerations or ethical or moral premises, as leitmotiv.  It is, therefore, a pragmatic economic policy based on the
current situation and with the real resources available. 

económicos
ECONOMIC plural, cheap, low-cost, modest economy

ecoproductor
ECOPRODUCTOR farmer, rancher, fish farmer, beekeeper, flower grower and any producer who makes his company a
sustainable, respectful and protective nature. 

ecorresort
ECORRESORT Spelling error by ECORESORT , vacation spot with ecological characteristics where the environment is
protected.  From English Resort, touristic recreation place.

ecosfera
ECOSPHERE planetary ecosystem, which is formed by the atmosphere, the geosphere, the hydrosphere and the
biosphere. 

ecosistema digital
DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM digitized ecological system , . Social, professional or educational environment that participates
in a digital environment in which a group of people evolves. 

ecotasa
ECOTASA tribute related to the protection of the environment, which subsidizes the person who makes an ecological
contribution, or that obliges to compensate for the damage caused to the environment by those subjects who bear the
tax burden. 

ecoterrorismo
ECOTERRORISM Ecological Terrorism .  Use of terrorism in defense of environmental causes. 

ecoterrorista
ECOTERRORISTA an environmentally oriented person who uses or threatens to use criminal violence against innocent
victims of property, for environmental or political reasons, or intended for an out-of-time audience, and as a symbolism. 

ecoterroristas
ECOTERRORISTS plural of ECOTERRORIST



ecoterrorrista
ECOTERRORIST person who commits criminal acts to defend his extreme ideology focused on the protection of the
environment and species so he attacks companies, groups and institutions that alter it

ecototalitarismo
ECOTOTALITARISM Ecological Totalitarianism .   It relates to authoritarian regimes that make it possible for fewer and
fewer people, those with economic and/or military power, to continue to sustain their lifestyle by hoarding resources at
the expense of many more people not being able to access the minimums necessary to live worthily.  2 .  Imposition of
rules that are based on an ecological aspect, but that destroy the possibilities of general growth and well-being.

ecovaso
ECOVASO plastic reuse cups

ecovigilancia
ECOVIGILANCE surveillance via radar.  2 .  Colombian company of security guards

ecthlisis
ECTHLISIS complementary literary figure of SINALEFA (where the last vowel is mounted on the first of the following
word), in which the last consonant is translating with the first consonant letter of the following word.  They are figures of
the subgroup of transformation figures or netplasm, which forms an oarte of the group of diction figures. 

ectogeneo
ECTO ECTOGENEO- prefix of the Greek , external , which is outside , and gene , race , birth , descent , generation; that
is created externally

ectomorfo
ECTOMORFO of Greek roots ecto out of and morph form it is one of the three fundamental human biotypes.  They are
the thin, tall and slightly muscular people.  They have flat breast, underweight and they do not gain fat or muscle easily
because their metabolism is very fast.   They have a hard time gaining weight.

ectotermo
ECTOTHERM THAT REGULATES ITS TEMPERATURE BY THE HEAT OF THE ENVIRONMENT (POIQUILOTHERM),
BUT THAT IN SOME CASES HAVE OTHER MEANS TO BEHAVE LIKE HOMEOTHERMS.  Eye: Not to be confused
with ECTODERM, which the outer layer of the metazoan embryo, from which then derives the skin, hair, feathers, nails
and nervous system. 

edémico
EDEMIC Relative to edema, soft swelling that occurs in some organ by accumulation of serosity or fluid

edging
EDGING anglilicism to get to the edge.  In urban language it is to approach the climax while fornicating and retracting
without reaching orgasm, usually several times, until in the end it ejaculates with a much higher and longer intensity,
producing much pleasure. 

edición comunitaria



COMMUNITY EDITION an author can choose today two ways to publish: standalone editing and shared editing. 
Publishers, when they become reviewers and proof-checkers, incorporate other services that allow you to sell more, and
it's called shared editing.  When the author wants to handle himself or because he has his own editing team, there is talk
of autonomous editing. 

edición conjunta
JOINT EDITION is about accompanying the author in the steps of review, correction and also of support in the
promotion, distribution and sale of the book.  It is a process contrary to that of self-publishing in which the author is
alone.  The publisher puts in the case of joint edition qualified personnel to thoroughly degreas the work, obtaining at
least the following : 1 .  Features of the work2 .  Structure3 .  Strengths4.  Weaknesses to improve.  Description if there
is a point that gaga the non-editable work. 5 .  Correction suggestions ( Style Corrections , Spelling, or Integral ). 6 . 
Objective text quality7 .  Personal opinion on the text Libreries tend to reject self-edited books because they are
generally of lower quality and low sale

edilicias
FEMININE BUILDING , plural of EDILICIO , relative or belonging to the mayor or the mayor's office

editor-grizzly
EDITOR-GRIZZLY is an antivirus made in Romania.  Designed to protect video editors and sound mixers, so that if a
virus enters your computer, the work already done will not be damaged. 

edonismo
EDONISMO spelling mistake for hedonism

edredoning
EDREDONING action of manufacturing or covering a bed with a duvet, in Spain and Mexico, piece of fabric padded by a
filling of bird feather, synthetic fiber or other material, and covering the bed. 

edtigmatizar
STIGMATIZE (and not EDTIGMATIZE ) Strictly, print someone or somewhere in your body the stigmas.  2 .  Mark,
someone or something, with a stigma.  Stigmatization consisted of marking with hot iron, usually at the height of the
shoulder blade, shoulder or neck, to criminals and people who had severely delinquent, to be easily recognizable in
future controls.   Today it is used figuratively, as a punitive mark of social character.

eduardiana
EDUARDIANA referring to or belonging to the time of reign of Edward VII, which he assumed in 1901, to the death of
Queen Victoria, and which lasted until 1910. 

eduardiano
EDUARDIANO I re-enter this word, I hope that this time it will be definitive.  Frustrating.  Relating to the period of reign
of Edward VII, who ruled England on the death of his mother, Queen Victoria, from 1801 to 1910.  Often the period
extends until 1912, when the Titanic sank, or until 1914, when the first war began, or at the end of it, in 1918.  The
reason for this is that at that time the process of ending the tremendous differences in wealth and power of a privileged
elite begins.  He was succeeded by George V

educación digital



DIGITAL EDUCATION training and knowledge of computer technology

educación dual
DUAL EDUCATION theoretical learning in an added study center of practical learning in a company. 

educación etnológica
ETHNOLOGICAL EDUCATION training relating to cultural practices, such as ancient rituals, belief systems and their
origins, making comparative analyses between different ethnicities. 

educación secundaria
SECONDARY EDUCATION that follows primary, 6 or 8 years of basic.  Correspondingly, they are 6 or 4 years of high
school. 

eelper
EELPER user (or fan) of the Spanish EELP! Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be eelp! user

ef
EF Education First Agency dedicated to promoting student exchange and teaching english and other languages

efecto balsámico
BALSAMIC effect healing effect, which produces the improvement of pains, swellings and other ailments. 

efecto dilución
DILUTION EFFECT effect of dissolving an element in water or other liquid .  Make one liquid less concentrated by
combining it with another. 

efecto greta
GRETA EFFECT refers to Greta Thumberg, Swedish environmental activist (January 2003), who has caused an
increase in the demands of shoppers in supermarkets and stores around the world, who are asked for environmental
standards and sustainability, although they have to pay more. 

efecto llamada
EFFECT CALL in Spain : denomination given to the regulatory immigration policy decreed by the government of José
Luis Rodríguez Zapatero, between February and May 2005, which generated a wave of new illegal immigrants to Spain.

efecto relámpago
LIGHTNING EFFECT effect of lightning and thunder in the staging of a representation

eficienciente
EFICIENCIENTE typing error by EFFICIENT .  spam

egis



EGIS in Chile Social Real Estate Management Company, entities that register with the regional ministerial secretary of
MINVIU (Ministry of Housing and Urbanism) to manage massive projects of construction of social housing, in
coordination with the State of Chile. 

egóico
EGOIC love and excessive affection to his own person.  Selfish, egolatra.

egótica
EGOTIC , Latin A ego , I etico , related to .  who has a tendency to talk a lot about himself. 

eibalaenoptera
EIBALAENOPTERA spelling error by eobanaenoptera , infraorder cetaceans (whales, dolphins and porpoises), already
dssaparecides, of which there is a single genus, the eobalaoptera harrisoni, classified in 2004 in this order by
possessing beards instead of teeth. 

ejale
EJALE spelling error by AJALE!

ejecuciones
EXECUTIONS pl . of EXECUTION murder, giving violent death to a person

ejecución moral
MORAL EXECUTION 1.  When execution has the sense of shooting, it is a euphemism indicating a moral punishment
against the committed crime, a crime of such magnitude that it is equivalent to being ethically also sentenced to death or
failure.  2.  When you have the sense of action we are talking about an action brought by an ethical character.

ejemplo de homosintaxis
HOMOSINTAXIS use of scholarly or recognized texts to change their meaning.  For example To deaf words, foolish
ears.  Taking the text Of such a stick, such splinter we can parody from such a cow, such a calf.

ejemplos de trasloque
AFTER , Change , Beyond and Location, Location .  The transfer consists of changes in time and location in literary
storytelling.  Cervantes makes a mess by placing Don Quixote on his deathbed and then slows him down to the past
moment when he decides to begin his walking knight adventures.  Translocation occurs when a person is about to fall
asleep and begins to dream and narrates what happens in sleep until there is a new translocation upon awakening. 
Traloth is when in the middle of a narrative a story is inserted that happened once and then it returns to the previous
moment, or to another.

ejercicios
PLURAL EXERCISE EXERCISE Physical or mental tasks to improve respective conditions

ekaterina
EKATERINA Russian feminine name of Slavic origin, meaning pristine, pure.   Transliteration of the Russian names
Yekaterina, Katya and Katyusha, the latter common diminutives of Ekaterina.  They are equivalent to Katherine,
Catherine, Katty and the like in English, French, German and other European languages. 



el autoretrato
THE RHETORICAL FIGURE AUTORETRATE belonging to group 5 .  PICTURESQUE FIGURES, to which 5 belong. 1
SELF-PORTRAIT, description of a person, made by herself.  5 . 2 BILDUNGSROMAN , 5 . 3 CRONOGRAPHY , 5 . 4
ETOPEYA , 5 . 5 KENNINGS, 5. 6 PROLEPSIS or FLASHFORWARD , 5 . 7 PROSOPOGRAPHY , 5 . 8
TOPOGRAPHY or LANDSCAPE and PORTRAIT . 

el caca
CACA Faeces, manure, waste produced by food digestion

el canaduzal
THE CANADUZAL spelling error by CAÑADUZAL in Colombia, Ecuador: sugar cultivation

el chiquito
LITTLE ONE 1.  colloquially the anus, especially of women.  2 .  The little one, the child 3.  Put it one thing:
comparatively the smallest of two things.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be anus, toddler

el cinificado de suspenso
THE SUSPENSED CINIFICATION See SUSPENSO

el consepto de dones
DON This concept refers to the natural ability or specific talent to perform or execute something, which may be of
material and intangible origin.  For example, you can have gifts for music, painting, mathematics, but also an
extraordinary memory or athletic ability the possibility to move objects with the mind, or visualize the fate of people or
where to locate them if they are lost.

el correo de brujas
THE MAIL OF BRUJAS see MAIL OF THE BRUJAS

el de arm
Spam spam spam

el descueve
THE DESCUEVE In Chile The raja, bacan, great, fantastic, that good, that rich.  Expression of great happiness and joy.

el desraje
THE DESRAJE urban tongue by macanudo , great , the raja , cool

el loco por la pena es cuerdo
THE LOCO FOR THE PENA IS CUERDO Don Quixote, in the end and already in a sick bed, becomes sane for his
sorrows, while Sancho begins to demonstrate dementia.  It means that grief and pain is punishment, for which you finish
doing eccentricities and follies.

el mejor de todos
THE BEST OF ALL The champion, the ace.



el misantromo
MISANTROMO spelling error by MISANTHROPO

el puerco más ruin se come la mejor guayaba
THE MORE RUIN PORK IS EATING THE BEST GUAYABA a way of saying that there is no justice in this world, that the
jackpot is often not for the one who deserves it. 

el punto
THE DOT.  The spinal, the important thing.  Within a broader context you want to highlight something, which will be
immediately pointed out below or said just.  IT'S WORTH THE POINT.

el relimpiador
RELIMPIADOR after grinding the sugar cane, the juice is extracted from the reeds and the recleaner is the one who
checks that the juice of the pailas is in optimal condition to be evaporated. 

el retrato
THE PORTRAIT RHETORICAL FIGURE of the group of PICTURESQUE FIGURES or DESCRIPTIVE FIGURES .  It
consists of the description of the physical attributes in conjunction with the psychological attributes

el revés
THE REVERSE the B-side, the back, the inner part of a surface, as opposed to the front or front, for example of a cover,
of a fabric, plate or of an article of clothing, such as a skirt, shirt or sock

el sable
THE SABLE see SABLE

el seroncillo
Tiny SERONCILLO of SERON Cargo Basket

el significado de hurano ybronco
the meaning of hurano ybronco is incorrectly written and it should be written as anger being its meaning:<br>bronca ( (f)
) Rage, indignation, I hate.  In its male, bronco represents a name of many Mexican and American teams of American
football, baseball, rugby, etc.  Also exists as a first name, as American truck model and nickname of a Mexican
politician, Jaime Rodríguez Calderón, " 34 Bronco;.  In medicine it is a prefix that says relationship with the bronchi, as
bronchopulmonary, bronchopneumonia,

el tantanes
THE TANTANES type of children's joke where the augmentative mode is repeatedly used so, so that it can have the
sense of a maximum, as of a minimum : It was so, so, so low that when he died he went to the ceiling. 

el toque de diana
TOUCH OF DIANA Melody played with the trumpet at dawn announcing the order to get out of bed to start daily
activities.



el venoso
THE VENOSO Vulgar and Profanity Language.  The penis, alluding to the ribs it has on its surface

el vivo a señas y el tonto a palos
THE LIVE SIGNS AND THE FOOL TO PALOS.  means that in life we learn by good or bad Al vivo is not necessary or
talk to him, the stay must be given hard.  Everyone can learn; BECAUSE THE BLOOD LETTER ENTERS

elasticidad transversal
TRANSVERSAL ELASTICITY physical elasticity is the ability of a body to return to its original form after suffering a
deformation.  Transverse elasticity relates to shear resistance.  The transverse elasticity module is the constant that
characterizes the deformation of an elastic body to the cut. 

elastizar
ELASTIZAR flexible

elásticas
ELASTICS f .  and plural of ELASTIC 1 .  It can be stretched and shrinked repeatedly : elastic bands.  2 .  Which is
flexible 3.  Rubber that stretches and shrinks.

electrocrómica
ELECTROCROMIC , To glass of a smart window, which by means of a small electric current can vary its transparency
which can reduce reflectance and increase or decrease heat dissipation, reducing the electrical consumption of a
building. 

electrocrómico
ELECTROCROMIC that has the ability to change color when electrical current is applied to it, and to reverse the colors
when returning to the sleep state. 

electrofobia
I hate or reject end to everything either electrical or electronic.  Not confused with Alectrofobia which is the rejection or
fear of chickens.

electrointensiva
ELECTRO-INTENSIVE with intense use of electricity as an energy source, as opposed to CARBUROINTENSIVE or
PETEOINTENSIVE, which prioritizes the consumption of liquid or solid fuels

electrointensivo
ELECTROINTENSIVO in Spain : high power consumption .  Spain enacted the Electro-Intensified Consumer Statute in
order to improve the competitiveness of 600 companies that make high use of electricity. 

electrolatino
ELECTROLATINO Latin American musical genre, which results from the fusion of the raeggetón with bachata, salsa
and meringue to which an electronic instrumental touch is incorporated. 



electrolinera
ELECTROLINERA contraction of electricity and gas station.  Service station for vehicles driven by electric power.  Today
the vast majority are gas stations but this situation will be reversed in just 10 years, given that factories and
governments are already legislating to end the oil tankers and then the benzene growers. 

electromovilidad
ELECTROMOVILITY neologism originated by the rise of Energy Efficiency ( EE ) and the use of electric vehicles (EEs)
on public roads.  It consists of mobilization through EEs and their concomitant issues

electroñema
ELECTROMA is the name given to the glans or head of the penis.  electroñema will be an artificial glans that runs on
electrical energy

electroquimioterapia
ELECTROCHEMOTHERAPY modern treatment against cancer based on the generation of an electric field on the cells
to allow the permeabilization and entry of an anticancer drug previously administered to the patient. 

electrotango
ELECTROTANGO musical fusion of tango with electronic music

elegantes
ELEGANT plural ELEGANT, which is very well dressed, which highlights the good presence

elegida del rey
KING'S CHOICE.  Favourite maid.  Lucky person who has earned the favoritism of the boss or leader.

elegir al azar
CHOOSE TO AZAR Select blindly, take out a number, a thing without having any knowledge or influence on the object
you get or receive, or on those that are rejected.

eleja
ELEJA Villorio in Latvia .  2 .  Eleja hashem in Hebrew signifuca To you, O Eternal 3 .  In Portuguese means choose,
third person of the imperative of the verb choose

elementos
ELEMENT plural ELEMENTS .  Use in the plural when it comes to the forces of nature and also when it comes to
knowledge bases in a specific subject: Elements of Anatomy, elements of self-defense. 

elementos de transición
TRANSITION ELEMENTS Temporary elements that last the transfer period from a condition or state to a new,
predefined . 

elephant friendly
ELEPHANT FRIENDLY Anglilicism by FRIEND OF THE ELEFANTES



elevaciones
ELEVATIONS plural 1 .  Facade plan or front of a structure 2 .  Terrain higher altitude than the one that surrounds it. 

eléboro verde
GREEN ELÉBORO.  It is a plant of the group of rupchos that grows in mountainous areas.  It was used in ancient times
to smear arrows because it has a poisonous component.  It's foul-smelling.

elitización
ELITIZATION action and effect to lead to a selection of a privileged few for a specific purpose. 

elípsis
ELÍPSIS literary figure belonging to subgroup 3. 1 FIGURES OF OMISSION consisting of 3 . 1 .  Asndeton , 3 . 1 . 2
Zeugma , 3 . 1 . 3 Ellipsis or Ellipse 3 . 1 . 4 Silepsis (Extreme Zeugma) 3. 1 . 5 Reticence or Apospopesis, 3. 1 . 6 . 
Brachiology and 3 . 1 7 Paralipsis or Preterition .  It consists of the deletion of one or more words within the?sentence,
which remain tacit and over-implied. 

elogiarlo
PRAISE IT reflective form of the verb PRAISE , praise , congratulate

elote en purépecha
ELOTE EN PUR-PCHA Tiriapu is the language spoken in Michoacán

eluctuario
ELUCTUARY Pharmaceutical preparation based on vegetables that are mixed with a syrup, usually, or honey. 

eluwün
ELUWUN in Chile: in Mapuche, funeral

emancipatorio
EMANCIPATORY liberation, which tends to achieve freedom. 

embaucadoras
trickster: person who cheats to get a (usually) monetary benefit, person who is engaged in defrauding others.

embocapluvia
EMBOCAPLUVIA term invented by Julio Cortázar in his gíglico language of chapter 68 of Rayuela where he says, in a
description of a sexual encounter between the protagonists: .  .  .  the jadehollante embocapluvia of the orgumio, the
sproemios of the merpasmo.  .  . JADEHOLLANTE is an expansion of panting, embocapluvia a penetrating rain,
ORGUMIO is a musical form of ORGASM, as well as the [ESPROEMIOS are an allegory to the SPERM OF SEMEN,
OF THE SPASM OF EJACULATION.  The idea is that each reader imagines his own interpretation of what he meant
and, therefore, they do not have a certain meaning, so that this dictionary should suspend frequently asking for each
word of this text, and then, on top of that, accuse the author of plagiarism. 

embriagadores



EMBRIAGADORES plural de EMBRIAGADOR , which tides, which cures

embrollos
EMBROLLO plural EMBROLLOS, mess, tangle

emcr
EMCR 1 .  EM Corp Bonds Corporate Shares traded on the New York Stock Exchange 2 . Powerful brain hunter tool to
find heads of research departments and other positions.  Deliver a powerful list of strong candidates.  3 .  Acronym for
Early- and Mid-career researchers, a forum (website) of the Australian Academy of Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics to help professionals plan their future curriculum, whether you have obtained a recent PhD or work for
the government or in STEM areas. 

emergencias
EMERGENCIES 1 .  Area of hospitals and clinics where patients are received that require immediate attention.  2 . 
plural of EMERGENCY Imperious need for something.  Risk situation that needs to be addressed .  Urgency.

emho
EMHO is an acronym that corresponds to the initials of "In My Humble Opinion" and derives from the more common
abbreviation "EMMO" "In My Modest Opinion" that had its origins of the English IMMO "In My Modest Opinion"

emiciones
EMITIONS aberrant way of writing EMISSIONS , plural of EMISSION

emocionalismo
EMOTIONALISM state of emotional exaltation that gives greater relevance to the sensitive over the rational. 

emociones basicas
BASIC EMOTIONS (and not basic emotions) Are the following emotions that humans experience: surprise, disgust, fear,
joy, sadness and anger.

empachado o también borracho
EMPACHADO OR ALSO BORRACHO EMPACHADO means fed up, in the sense of being satisfied, without ability to
continue eating or supporting something : I am packed, I am fed up.  Said of the food : I can't anymore.  DRUNK :
Drinking, cured, exceeded in the consumption of alcohol or any drink.  The entire sentence is grammatically incorrect as
the adverb also requires the copulative conjunction "y" : Packed and also drunk.

empaille
EMPAILLE galicismo derived from EMPAILLER , dissipate; dissecration of animals for study

emparejadas
PAIRED participle f .  pl.  of the verb PAIR rasar , level

emparejar la cancha
MATCH THE ALegoria COURT to represent the greatest ease of progress for the one who runs downhill than for the



one who does it as a climb.  Figuratively, it is a question of leveling the inequities between two or more people or groups
competing with each other or for the same resources or venecios.  

empastillado
FILLING 1 .  Be doped, consuming many pills 2.  Action of placing brake pads on a vehicle. 

empaticos
EMPATICOS spelling error by EMPTIC who feels sympathy, understanding for the situation of others

empácho
EMPCHO spelling error by EMPACHO

empático
EMPTIC said of a person: who has empathy, who identifies with something or someone

emperatriz de mónaco
EMPERATRIZ DE MONACO Monaco is a Principality, a small town-state independent of? 202 ha and 40. 000
inhabitants, located on the coast of France, and which will become French territory on the day that there is no male
crown prince to rule it.  It is far from having a monarch, let's not mention an emperor.  Talking about an Empress of
Monaco is an irony to describe someone who gets daggers for commanding something of no greater importance. 

empijado
EMPIJADO Of cock, penis .  What has a (good) cock or penis.  Well-endowed man or male.

empingao
EMPINGAO BArbarism for EMPINGADO A lot of violence

emplasto
PLASTER 1 .  A thick, sticky substance which extends over a piece of cloth and is applied, for medicinal purposes, to
the affected area. 2 .   Something that has a thick, sticky and caked appearance, especially a meal or a stew: the rice
was made a plaster.  Everything hit me. 

empleillo
EMPLOYEE Small work station, small-time and low-paying.  It can ironically be a great job; I got myself a job as General
Manager of Coca-Cola for the European area.

empoderada
EMPOWERED empowered, which has boosted your self-esteem, valued

empozada
EMPOZADA female EMPOZADO past participle of the verb EMPOZAR

empozar



EMPOZAR 1 .  stay documents or files trancados, stagnant in a processing process 2 .  Form a pond of water 3.  Put the
linen in pots so that it is maceed 4 .  Get in or out of a well

empresas
COMPANY plural COMPANIES

empujar con fuerza
PUSH WITH FORCE Formally, make great effort to advance some object (such as a car, some locked door). 
Figuratively, support with great spirit some initiative.  We must push hard the senator's campaign for Madrid.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be pressing vigorously, supporting with great energy

en abril aguas mil
IN APRIL WATERS MIL Expression valid in the southern hemisphere time when autumn begins and rains began

en absoluto
IN ABSOLUTE 1 .  No, in any way, in any way, Strictly not 2.  In strict form, resolved.  This sense is somewhat
contradictory with the other meaning and is not used in Chile.  Probably not in most other Latin American countries
either.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be for no reason, in any way

en atena
ATENA spelling error by Athens

en base o con base
BASE A or BASED IN adverbial locution that anticipates the reasons or backgrounds that are held (to perform or
because an action was taken or happened or any event will occur).  WITH BASE IN is used, in addition and mainly, in
the sense of a place of a military installation, an industry or government.

en calmna
IN CALM (and not in calm), calm, calm, calm, calmed

en ciertos lugares
IN CERTAIN PLACES plural of IN CERTAIN PLACE, somewhere

en cualquier caso
IN ANY CASE adverbial locution, in any way, in any form or manner, in any case.  Whatever the situation or
circumstance. 

en cualquier lado
ANYWHERE , in an uncertain place , everywhere

en cualquier lugar
ANYWHERE anywhere, anywhere



en dar vela a este entiero
GIVE VELAS IN THIS EARTH (and NOT GIVE VELA TO THIS ENTIERO ) Expression that means giving authorization
or authority to participate .  It is used with negative connotation, to point out that the immiscus or participation of
someone is undesesesed.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be to get into what is not right

en eso quedamos
IN THAT WE ARE farewell that is done after having agreed on something, and ratifying the commitment between the
parties.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be then we agree

en esteroides
STEROIDS are hormones that make many functions in the animal body.  They control metabolism and inflammations,
so they are injected medicinally for severe cases.  They are fundamental in the development of sexual characteristics,
but serve to maintain salt and water levels in the body, as well as to repair injuries.  They help generate muscle so
unscrupulous athletes make indiscriminate use of them to acquire a hypermusculous body.

en funcion
IN FUNCTION For the purpose Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be with the aim

en juego limpio
IN CLEAN GAME , Expression indicating that you compete or competed loyally, trying to respect the rules.  No cheating,
no trickery.  Anonymity OF IN GAME, disloyally.

en lusitano
IN LUSITANO de Lusitania, former region in the Iberian Peninsula, today much of Portugal.  Portuguese, either the
language or the relative or belonging to Portugal .  A native of Portugal.

en mal estado
IN BAD STATE Said of one thing : Defective, it malfunctions a person's saying : That it is bad for health or money . 
Saying of a company or institution : What is in difficulty :

en mantención
IN MAINTENANCE That is temporarily out of service .  It is not available for use because it is being reviewed or
repaired.

en pelo
IN HAIR ( penetrate ) without condom

en su totalidad
IN ITS TOTALITY totally, without exception, completely

en todas partes
EVERYWHERE Wherever, everywhere, said of one thing; A euphemism to say it's easy to find

en tu presencia



IN YOUR PRESENCE Before you, being your witness

en un 2 x 3
IN A TWO BY THREE Quickly, in a heartbeat.  Expedited.  It alludes to how easy and fast it is to multiply 2 x 3

en un momento
IN A TIME 1 .  Quickly, in a short moment of time.  2 .  In a moment more, soon.

en verde
IN GREEN purchase of a house, or apartment that is in the process of being implemented.  It differs from the blank
purchase in that the seller or real estate company gives guarantees to respond to any claim or event that prevents the
end of the commercial transaction. 

en voladas
IN VOLADAS , Expression indicating crazy, crazy, little landed ideas.  GO IN VOLATED, raise crazy ideas.

enabundo
ENABUNDO error by ERRANT, that goes erring, going from one place to another without fixed direction. 

enagüillas
BLACK bayette petticoats used by men on the occasion of a major mourning.  2 .  Short skirt that is put to some images
of crucified Christ

enajenaciones
PLURAL ALIENATIONS OF ENGENATION See ENGENATION

enanitos
ENANITOS , dwarf plural 1 .  Gnomes, fantastic beings, of children's tales and ancient legends.  The diminutive of
ENANO is usually used because it is of very short stature : Snow White and the 7 dwarfs.  2 .  Figuratively and familiarly,
parents and other adults thus refer to their own or non-child's offspring

enarborar
RAISE ERROR BY HOISTING , HOISTING , PLACING ALOFT A BANNER OR FLAG .  Figuratively, carry aloft,
command, direct

enarcadas
In participle, feminine, plural of the verb ENARCAR , shape an arc ( to something ) 

enarración
ENARRACIÓN narration made in electronic media, such as email, emarketing or etransfer.  2 .  Barbarism by narration

enbichate
ENBICHATE Spelling Error by EMBED .  There is no combination of nb consonants in Spanish; it's always mb.  In



Argentina and Mexico : Pronominal form of the imperative mode of the verb EMBICHAR , 1 .  Make witchcraft for a
person to get sick, especially intestinal parasites.  2 .  Fill up with bugs or parasites. 

encalbagamiento léxico
LEXICAL ENCABALGAMIENTO consists of transferring part of the text to the next version of the stanza so that the
separation allows the rhyme of a next verse with the previous part.  There are two types of components: the
encabalgante , which is at the end of the initial verse , and the encabalgado , which is the part that passes to the next
verse .  There is also, of course, the musical encabalgamiento

encapsulamiento
ENCAPSULATION wrapping and sealing action (an organ), 2 .  Insert ( material ) into a capsule

encarmenados
ENCARMENADOS error por ESCARMENADOS part .  Pas.  pl.  of ESCARMENAR 1 .  Giving a lesson, taking away
from someone a money or something of value that they could misuse 2 .  Straighten hair, wool or silk.  Carmenar

encarnecida
EMBODIED f .  part .  of ENCARNECER , fatten , become thicker

encarnizados
PLURAL ENCARNIZADOS OF ENCARNIZADO With fierceness, noddfully, with a lot of intensity, with fury.

encarriladas
ON, Guided, directed, going down a lane, well routed, directed.

encastrable
EMBEDDABLE that can be faced, recessed 2.  That can be molded .  In Chile: under construction: which can be made
or built using moldings or moldings

encavalgamiento léxico
LEXICAL ENCAVALGATION Typing Error BY LEXICAL ENCABALGATION .  Literary figure given in poetry and part of
the subgroup of position FIGURES of the group of DICTION FIGURES and is also called TMESIS or TEMESIS .  See
E]LEXICAL SETTING .

encefabol
ENCEFABOL trade name Piritinol hydrochloride, an analog of vitamin B6, CNS stimulating factor, and important in
neuronal development and brain activity. 

encefalisacion
ENCEFALIZATION (and non-encephalization) Degree of intelligence of a living being.

encefalopatía bilirrubínica
INCEFALOPATHY BILIRRUNIC brain disease caused by excessive levels of dd bilirubin in the blood, sometimes
caused by not starting the functioning of the liver in neonates. 



enchompipado
ENCHOMPIPADO person who is upset about something and who demonstrates it with gestures and manifestations

encima de la pelota
UP OF THE BALL Euphemism by drunk, cured.  The fact that a cured walks wobbly and insecure, similar to walking on
a large ball, is spoofed.

encinas
ENCINAS plural of ENCINA, noble wood tree used in cabinetry.  Your wood doesn't rot and it's very hard.  Holm oak
plywood furniture is made to lower the cost. 

enclosetada
ENCLOSETADO , To Relative to a person : That it is inside the closet or closet .  It is a euphemism used to refer to gays
and lesbians who keep their sexual status secret.

encogidas
INCOGNIES f .  and shrunken llural, participle of verbk ENCOGER

encojonarse
ENCOJONARSE Reflective form of the verb shrink in Puerto Rico Get upset, upset.

encomiables
ENCONIABLES pl .  of COMMENDABLE, I say to applaud, meritorious

encontrar una embarrada
FIND AN EMBARRADA Find a mistake, find something wrong done.

encrispar
ENCRISPAR in Chile : phonetic deformation by ENCRESPAR used in Chile by irritating, enraging .  it's said to crunch
and frizz, but don't encrypt. 

encuentros
MEETINGS pl .  of ENCOUNTER , appointment , meeting

encuero almácigo
ENCUERO ALMCIGO both terms are synonymous for the PALO MULATO or INDIO NUDE tree

enculado
ENCULADO past participle of the encular verb .  In Chile it is used more Being recessed.  Being very much in love with
a woman 2.  Although it comes from ass, the sense of being fornicated is valid but unusual.

end zone
END ZONE anglicism by TERMINAL ZONE or TERMINAL AREA .  Endzone, without space, is a post-apocalyptic



strategy and survival game developed in Spain, in which a new civilization is started after a nuclear disaster.  We must
build a new home for people and ensure their survival in a hostile world, full of radiation, toxic rains, sandstorms and
droughts. 

endeudador
Debt-generating INDEBTEDNESS, which creates a situation of increase of liability. 

endofobia
ENDOFOBIA In ckntraposition to xenophobia, which is rejection or hatred of the foreign, endophobia is rejection or
hatred haracu everything that identifies it with its own community and that is characteristic.  Rejection of the national
flag, to the traditions of the group, to the government of the country.

endomorfo
ENDOMORFO One of the three fundamental biotypes in which human bodies are classified.  This has features of being
flat, waist width and with little muscle development.

endoprótesis
ENDOPRESIS stent , an element that is inserted into an artery to repair an injury or obstruction.  Once the point is
reached, a balloon is inflated to briefly dilate the artery and place the stent.  Once installed, the balloon is deflated and
removed.  The stent requires one year of anti-Community medications until the body accepts the intruder. 

endor
ENDOR is a moon in the fictional universe of the Star Wars saga.  Appears in Episode VI and the films Caravan of
Courage

endosado
ENSOSADO participle past the verb ENDOSAR , transfer to a third party a financial document by express registration
on the reverse 2 .  Assigning someone an unwanted workload or work 3 attributing a crime to a third party

endowment
ENDOWMENT anglilicism by act of providing money to finance or create a school, organization, foundation 2.  The
capital contributed for , these effects. 

endurecida
ENDURECIDA female HARDENCIDO , which has acquired greater resistance 2 .  Said of a person : he has taken a
more extreme attitude 3 He has solidified. 

enemigo de la patria
ENEMY OF THE FATHERLAND accusation that opponents of the thought of a third party assign him to prosecute him
for high treason or other charge, and summarily execute him.  Under this accusation Cambodia murdered a third of its
population, about 3 million, Russia 100 million, Cuba 100 million. 000 , Venezuela to 70 . 000 , East Germany to 70 .
000

energía limpia
ENERGY CLEANS energy produced without environmental pollution, such as solar energy. 



enérgica recia
ENÉRGICA RECIA error caused by not putting the comma between synonyms

enérgico-térmico
ENERGIC-THERMAL relative or belonging to thermal energy, generated on the basis of the combustion of
hydrocarbons such as coal or oil. 

enérgicos
ENERGETIC pl .  of ENERGETIC, of great energy or strength 2 .  Of great character and firmness.  Authoritarian. 

enfant terrible
ENFANT TERRIBLE galicism which formally means tremendous superconflictive child.  In practice, disruptors are thus
designated to break established traditions and norms or esrilos, especially in the field of the arts. 

enfermedad de marismo
MARISM DISEASE there is no disease with this name.  Marismo or orzaga is a quenopodiaceous plant with whitish
leaves, small flowers and spherical fruit.  If it is DIZZIness, see VAHO AND LIPOTIMIA

enfermedad útil
USEFUL DISEASE A disease in it is never useful since it is a deviation from normality.  Sometimes, rarely, a pathology
produces a positive result, such as old-age hyperopia in short-sighted people, where the focal point occurs before the
back wall of the eyeball.  As hyperopia is when the focal point falls further back there is a moment in life where both
aberrations are compensated and the patient can stop wearing lenses.  But it's kind of unusual.  2 .  It appears to be
confused usefully with benign, which is a non-carcinogenic disease

enfermero de ganado
CATTLE NURSE *AGAIN? HOW IS IT POSSIBLE THAT THE TERMS ALREADY ACCEPTED DISAPPEAR?*Specialist
trained in sheep and cattle care, mainly to attend activities such as calving, vaccinations, mating and layering, although
they also have zoopathological knowledge. 

enfervorecida
ENFERVORECIDA female de ENFERVORCIDA

enfisema pulmonar
ENFISEMA PULMONAR disease consisting of the petrification of the alveoli, preventing the person from breathing,
which eventually suffocated.  The causes are diverse, and include tobacco use, silicosis and the absorption of powder
and mineral particles long over time. 

enfocadas
FOCUSED f .  pl.  of the part .  past verb FOCUS or FOCUS

enfogonarse
FOCUSing reflective form of the verb ENFOGONAR, figuratively, become a fire pit, angry



enfoque socioformativo
education from a perspective of development of interaction with other human beings and society, and evaluation of
individual and group skills rather than a cognitive approach.

enfrasca
homogeneity is incorrectly written and it should be written as engaging as its meaning:<br>The main meaning is to
engage with effort and dedication to an activity.

enfrentados
FACED pl .  participle of the verb CONFRONT each other, present battle, opposition to an enemy or sporting contender,
political, ideological, commercial or religious

enfurecidas
ENFURIATED, To Furious, very angry

engagement
ENGAGEMENT English word meaning COMMITMENT (marriage, especially ) 

engancharse
1.  lock, crimp a piece with another 2.  dig a fish hook or a person to an element with tip or tapered.  3.  Colloquially grab
a criticism of another person and start a discussion.  4.  Let yourself be seduced by another 5.  Enter enthusiastically
into a sport, hobby or goal

engañadas
DECEIVED female plural deCEIVED, who has suffered a DECEPTION, betrayed, person who has, been tyed or that his
partner has had romantic or sexual relations with another person. 

engañar como a una colegiala
CHEAT AS A SCHOOL Expression that a person was, can or will be deceived by having a very naive, innocent attitude. 
Seduce with the sole purpose of having sexual pleasure.

engaño perfidia
DECEPTION PERFIDY see DECEPTION and PERFIDY separately.  While both terms have negative connotations
these have different meanings. 

engañoso mentiroso
DECEPTIVE MENTIROSO input error as it is not a locution or two synonymous terms.  DECEPTIVE He tends to
deceive, who deliberately lies. 

engañosos
MISLEADING plural of MISLEADING , which moves to deception

engineering
ENGINEERING Anglicism that means ENGINEERING, and that comes from engine, machine. 



engleriana
ENGLERIANA female ENGLERIANO, relative or belonging to 1 .  ADOLF ENGLER , German botanist who, in 1894 first
published a phylogenetic classification of plants, which was used until 1964.  .  2 .   Henry Willy Engler Golovchenko, a
Uruguayan scientist who participated in the Tupamara guerrillas of the 60s and 70s. 

engleriano
ENGLERIANO concerning or belonging to the phylogenetic system of classification of plants, the first after Darwin
announced his theory of Natural Selection, which Adolf Engler published in 1892 and which continued to be developed
and published until 1964.  It is no longer used because it is conceived under morphological observations with magnifying
glass and microscopic, stages surpassed today by molecular biology.  Today it is no longer considered phylogenetic. 

english
ENGLISH English language term meaning precisely English, or English language.  Its similar, British or British, on the
other hand, has a more social sense, because it qualifies something, in addition to its basic meaning, that has a very
typical characteristic of British citizens.  British, on time or formal, for example.

english only
ENGLISH ONLY anglilicism by ONLY ENGLISH statement indicating that only the English language is accepted as
official or valid. 

engruá
ENGRUA grouping phonetic deformation, which is covered with glue or grouped

engualichamiento
ENGUALICHMENT Make a Gualiche Witching .  The gualiche was the devil of the Mapuche, an evil spirit that
encompassed all evil and was able to enchant anyone.  This word was transmitted to other indigenous cultures of South
America and is now used by other cultures as well, such as tehuenches.  2 .  It has become a synonym for haunted
curse made through black magic.

engullida
ENGULLIDA , participle of the verb ENGULLIRr that has been swallowed or food .  2 .  Swallow something in your
mouth.

engullirr
ENGULLIR (and NOT ENGULLIR) Eat, swallow .  2 .  Zamparse food that is already inside your mouth

enigmatidmo
ENIGMATIDMO error by ENIGMATISM, quality of enigmatic, which maintains a degree of secrecy or doubt about its
being or knowledge

enjache
ENJACHE in Costa Rica: quality of clogging, putting a bad face on another person

enjades
ENJADES acronym of the evangelical youth congresses : MEETING OF YOUNG AND ADOLESCENTS .



enlace primario
PRIMARY LINK compartment and transfer of electrons from the outer layers of atoms and atoms to each other. 

enlaces moleculares
MOLECULAR LINKS plural of MOLECULAR LINK

enlaces primarios
PRIMARY OLural LINKS of PRIMARY LINK in chemistry : strong (stable) bond that holds together atoms and can be
metallic, ionic or covalent.  Secondary links are derivatives of the primary and are weak links. 

enlistar
ENLIST Process of Registering Future Members of the Armed Forces .  ENLIST ENLIST .  Join the Armed Forces.  Sign
up to be called to the ranks.

enlistonada
ENLISTED with slats or long and narrow woods

enmei
ENMEI is an herb that is endemic to Mount Koya, in Japan.  It is considered to be the Holy Grail of beauty and
cosmetological laboratories do not rest on researching it and producing beauty products based on its active ingredients.

enogastronomía
ENOGASTRONOMY gastronomy studies the relationship between human beings and their food.  That includes drinks. 
The ENO prefix meaning wine is incorporated, to make it specific, and refer exclusively to the oenological theme. 

enoki
ENOKI flammulina velutipes from Japanese, also called golden needle seta, in Chinese, because it sometimes grows
stacked on one on other, but at other times grows with a long, thin stem.  It belongs to a family of white and elongated
mushrooms, common in several regions of Asia and widely used in gastronomy. 

enomano sinonimo
EN-MANO (and not enomano) eno wine and the suffix excessively inclined hand Person very fond of alcohol
consumption .

enormes
HUGE pl .  of HUGE, very large

enoturismo
ENOTURISMO action to visit vineyards and taste for pleasure. 

enoturística
ENOTURISTICS related to or belonging to wine tourism



enoturístico
WINE tourism focused on oenology or the world of wine

enoturísticos
ENOTURISTICS plural of ENOTURÍSTICO , related to oenological tourism

enpelotarse
EMPELOTAR reflexive form of the verb EMPELOTAR nude

enrachada
ENRACHADA female ENRACHADO who is on a streak, who is having a lucky follow-up (bad or good) 

enrilecer
ENRILECER Convert to ril or waste water resulting from a given process, activity or service .  A ril is considered to be
polluting, when it contains physical elements, chemical compounds or biological species outside the ranges established
by current legislation.

enruanarte
ENRUANARTE In Colombia : handicrafts of the Romanian, art related to the making of Romanians.  Ruan-arte is a
Colombian craft business located in the city of Bogota, which is advertised on facebook. 

enrubiecido
ENRUBITED Color change approaching the blonde

ensamblamiento
ASSEMBLY Action and effect to assemble .  Assemble a mechanism so that the parts fit all properly.  Mounting

ensayos
PLURAL ESSAYS OF TEST 1 .  Literary work in didactic prose that explores, researches or analyzes a subject.  2 . 
Testing or testing .  3 .  Practice prior to an artistic performance (theatre, film, television, standup, concert, recital) or
recording (musical, documentary or other type) 

ensefalizacion
ENSEFALIZACION horror of writing by CUOCIENTE DE ENCEPHALIZACIÓN , action of ENCEPHALIZAR

enserio
En serio (and not Enserio) means Seriously, and has the same latín root as in english.

ensombrecedor
ENSOMBRECEDOR What produces leftovers, actually or figuratively.

ensoñaciones
REVERIES pl .  of REVERIE



ensuciada
DIRTY f .  of DIRTY, past participle of the verb ENSUCIAR , to stain .  Figuratively, dishonor, de- de-ce, offend

entendera
UNDERSTAND verbal form of the verb ENTENDER Futuro del indicative third person , singular .  Understanding,
intelliging, ENTENDEDERAS is the human faculty of understanding and reasoning.  Understanding, understanding.

enterarse
ENTER reflective verb that is synonymous with INFORMING, TAKE KNOWLEDGE

entérate
TRY Very Spanish expression, you are taking into account that .  .  .  .  : Takes knowledge that .  .  .  Don't go out on the
street! Find out that a virus has arrived in Spain that has killed 30. 000! From the reflective verb ENTER , INFORM
YOURSELF Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be reported, take knowledge

entornista
ENTORNISTA that hinders, which lowers the eyelids without closing the eyes completely.  2 .  who likes to leave doors
and windows squinted. 

entotorotar
ENTOTOROTAR Comes from a 1988 children's animated film, produced by director Hayao Miyazaki called My Neighbor
Totoro.  Student sisters Satsuke and Mei settle into their country house with their father and wait for their mother to
recover from an illness at a nearby hospital When they explore their new home, they discover and befriend some playful
goblins, and in the nearby forest they find a huge creature known as Totoro,   which are in fact 3 spirits of buhonesque
appearance that dwell inside a tree. 

entradera
ENTRADERA method of theft when people enter the house, taking advantage of surprise and helplessness.  They have
also been called SALIDERAS. 

entralizante
ENTRALIZING Apparently it is an Anglicism , because in English enthralling is a common term for captivating ,
fascinating; that entraliza , that captures and retains our attention . 

entranuos
ENTRANUOS spelling error by ENTRE NOUS , series of coffee creperies recommended by Tripadvisor in Heredia ,
Escalante and Alajuela , Spain , in Geneva, Switzerland and in Costa Rica . 

entre banbalines
BETWEEN BAMBALINAS and not banbalines .  Sneaking out of public view.  Euphemism for the activities carried out by
the choreographers and actors who are performing a play behind the scenes of the theater.

entrega inmediata
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY marketing expression used in high value products and you get used to future delivery,
particularly houses and departments, when the properties are finished. 



entregado a causas humanas
DELIVERED TO HUMAN CAUSES 1 .  Said of a person : What is entirely dedicated to helping people in complicated
situations, such as famine, poverty, political or religious persecution, needy.  2 .  Saying things: Provided to charitable
institutions, social or community aid bodies

entregamelo
ENTRÉGAMELO ( and not DELIVERY ME ) first personal imperative pronominal form, singular of the verb DELIVER . 
Pass it to me, give it to me.

entreno libre
FREE TRAINING free training, no gym

enunciados
STATEMENTS , plural of STATE Effect of enunciating : express precisely , with conciseness .  2 .  Finite sequence of
words delimited by marked silences At the beginning of the statement the vocative usually constitutes independent
group 3 .  Exposure of the data of a problem : I told you to derive , equal to zero , you obtained the roots and replaced in
the equation.  - But, in what equation? - In which they gave .  Do you have the statement out there?

envalentonado
EMBOLDENED that it has filled value or courage to face a risk or danger

enviabamos
WE SENT spelling error by ENVIABAMOS first plural person of the imperfect form of the verb SEND , mandar , dispatch

enviado del ministro
MINISTER'S ENVOY An envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary, usually known as a minister, was a head of
diplomatic mission who was ranked below ambassador.  A diplomatic mission headed by an envoy is known as a
legation rather than an embassy, as occurs in Switzerland, where countries, such as Chile, according to the Vienna
Convention of 1815, install legations and not embassies.  The minister may send persons on his behalf, usually with
first, second or third secretary positions.  Ministers, who were appointed by or for smaller countries, have disappeared
since 1961 as they are considered similarly sovereign and equal to all countries. 

enviar dinero
SEND MONEY Sublime act that parents do so that our children can continue to enjoy their vacation when they have
finished the money they took to reel through bars, pubs, discos and motels.  There are other reasons but they are the
least, as for paying the bail at the police station.

enviar señales de humo
SEND SMOKE SIGNALS make insinuations that you are attracted to the person to whom you are sent body messages,
such as staring into his eyes and smiling at him, touching him on his arms and legs, repeatedly mentioning his name
aloud, saying that he is attracted to people like him (or her) 

envijar
ENVIJAR paint, dye with bija or vermilion.  in Venezuela, Colombia and dominican republic: more properly.  EMBIJAR
because the term comes from annatto, a natural colorant, also called "anatto", "onoto" or "bijol", which is obtained from a
small tree called BIJA that gives an oval and fleshy fruit and whose seeds give rise to the spice.  Embijar is dyeing red



with bija.  2 .  In America: Soil, muddy, stain. 

envirotainer
ENVIROTAINER anglilicism contraction of ENVIRONMENT, environment and CONTAINER, container .  It is a container
to move pharmaceuticals in a protected way so that it does not suffer alterations in its properties. 

envites
ENVITE plural ENVITES, pose in a pass, bet

envía señales de humo
SEND SMOKE SIGNALS SEE SENDING SMOKE SIGNALS

envolucionarse
ENVOLUCIONAR degeneration by INVOLUCIONAR , back in the development

envolvioles
ENVOLVILES ( and not envelop them ) Third singular person of the indefinite way of seeing envolvió in its pronominal
form is wrapped or engulfed

envulsionar
ENVULSIONAR non-existent verb in Spanish .  Perhaps it meant EMULSIONAR, to mix two immiscible elements, at
least one of them fat, to form a homogeneous mixture, as with oil and water in butter.  Other possibilities are TO
EVOLVE, to become something better, your reverse INVOLUTION, CONVULSIONAR have or produce remezones, and,
less likely, REVOLUTION, produce a sudden change (of thought, fashion or other type), and eventually violent, in
society. 

epafos
EPAFOS in Venezuela: aberration by HEPAFOL drug based on vitamin B12, iron, cyanocobalamin and ascorbic acid. 

epanáfora
EPANÁFORA Literary figure of repetition .  It consists of the repeated repetition of a word or phrase to enhance and give
more shine to what has been said

eparvus
IPARBUS Guipuscoa moving and transport company, founded in 1953, and located in Zelaimusu Kalea, 16, 20180 Pol,
Gipuzkoa, Spain. They have all kinds of transport, including a special service for transporting people with reduced
capacity.

epazote
EPAZOTE in Mexico: plant used in dishes of Mexican cuisine, desired for its medicinal properties, for its contribution of
flavor and for eliminating flatulence.  It is a fine aromatic herb native to Mexico and known since pre-Hispanic times. 

epentises
EPENTSIS (and not EPENTISES ) is the introduction of phonemes inside a word, typical of Argentines who have



created their own language with this method.  Squeeze by squeezing, normotetic by nomotetic, It is one of the forms of
evolution of a language.

epidemias
EPIDEMIAS , plural of EPIDEMIA .  Etymologically from the Greek EPI, exterior, on, on the surface and dem, "people"
and that by extension indicates diseases that suffer the people or the people.  A variant of -demia is the suffix -demic,
"relative to human diseases" (epidemic, endemic, pandemic)

episodios a media luz
EPISODES IN MEDIUM LIGHT allegory that involves having illegitimate sex, possibly with prostitutes, alluding to
Gardel's tango "In midlight" which says : Currents 348, second floor, elevator; there are no doormen or neighbors, inside
love cocktail; .  .  .  and all in half light, which is a sorcerer love, half light kisses, half light both; .  And all in half light,
inner twilight, that soft velvet, the half light of love.  Oh, that's wonderful! No?

epistemiológico
EPISTEMIOLOGICAL on EPISTEMIOLOGY, part of the philosophy that deals with human knowledge. 

epistemologicos
EPISTEMOLOGICAL (and non-epistemologic ) is the plural of EPISTEMOLOGICAL .  See EPISTEMOLOGICAL .
Concerning the knowledge and the method of scientific knowledge

epistémica
EPISTEMIC , A concerning the epistle, of Greek knowledge.  Epistemology is the branch of philosophy that studies
scientific knowledge from the point of view of its own nature, as it generates and develops, its social involvement, its
ethical and scientific foundations, its projections and effects on humans. 

epísteme
EPISTEME of Greek, knowledge or science, differentiation that the Greeks made of what was technical. 

epopéyicos
Epopeyic plural epopeyic epopyic epopeyics, relative to the epic Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be a
feat, historical

epoxy
EPOXY 1 .  any of the components, as well as the final product of so-called epoxy resins.  2 .  Colloquially, the functional
group epoxide

equinocio
EQUINOCCIO , (and not EQUINOCIO ) Movement in the apparent trajectory of the sun in which it crosses to Ecuador
and the days are equal to the nights.  The sun is located in the plane of the celestial Ecuador It occurs 2 times a year,
once in summer and once in winter, constituting the summer and winter equinoxes respectively

equiparamiento
EQUIPAMIENRO action and effect of leveling or matching two or more things



equipos
EQUIPMENT pl .  of TEAM, set of people who act in an ordinated way to achieve a common goal.  2 .  Machine or
assembly of devices fulfilling a specific function for which they were created: generator equipment, emergency
equipment

equivocaciones
PLURAL EQUIVOCATION ERROR Error, missing

era común que
IT WAS COMMON THAT adverbial expression that usually means, was usually or usually

erasmus
ERASMUS latin name of ERASMO

erdizka
ERDIZKA 1 .  Massage center very well valued on social networks.  It is located in Señor de Aranzate Kalea , 8 , 20304
Irun , Gipuzkoa , Spain .  2 .  Restaurant Erdizka Taberna , Vitoria-Gasteiz : See 320 reviews about Erdizka Taberna
with rating 4 , 5 of 5 and rated on Tripadvisor N . 6 out of 490 restaurants.  3 .  Central betting to horse racing via the
internet.

ereader
eREADER ebook reader, similar to a tablet, but specialized

erectas
ERECT f .  pl.  of erect , part .  from the verb ERIGIR : pyramids erected by the pharaohs

erialde
ERIALDE Basque word, meaning in the center, central.  2 .  Restaurant in Barrio Iriondoa , 14 , 31414 Garde , Navarra . 
3 .  Association of Pensioners and Retirees , Calle Idiaquez , 6 , 20004 San Sebastian - Donostia , Spain

erique
ERIQUE 1 Name of a Turkish international DJ (DJ Erique) that can be located in instagran (@eriqueofficial) and
***fficial@gmail . com 2 .  Yerro with which it is written occasionally on Enrique Miguel Iglesias Preysler . 

erisictón
In Greek mythology, king of Thessaly, sometimes known as Eresectón or Eton. ?? He was the son of Tríopas??? or
Myrmidon, ?? and of an unknown mother.  Erisicton is an example of an ungodly king, and so Demeter or Demetra,
mother goddess, or goddess of agriculture, condemned him to eternal hunger. 

erope
ERPOE Nordic musical band that on instagram and youtube is sometimes mentioned syncopated, without the letter U. 

errabundos
Errabundo, to Wanderer.  It goes from place to place with no fixed destination.



errantes
ERRANTES , plural of ERRANTE .  Said of a person or group : That wanders from one place to another, without settling
anywhere.

errejonista
ERREJONISTA in Spain : follower of Iñigo Errejón founder of Podemos, and deputy of the XIV legislature.  It belongs to
the more country party. 

error del milenio
MILENIO ERROR expression which means that a huge mistake has been made, which can be, figuratively, considered
the greatest of the last thousand years. 

error grave
GRAVE ERROR serious failure, major mistake, consequences. 

erteilen
ERTEILEN German word, verb, which means to impart, confer, grant .  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
may be vergeben, abhalten

es agitado
past participle of the verb to shake, beat or shake

es el colmo
Colmaring in its first meaning means filling a measure, a drawer, a basket, so that what is thrown into them exceeds
their capacity and lifts more than the edges. The phrase,all! refers in a negative way that someone, whom he is likely to
address, has exceeded the acceptance limits of the person who is pronounced.

es hablar demás
IS SPEAK BY SPEAKing Expression which means to speak without foundation, chimear, to be frivolous.

es hablar por demas
IT'S TALKING FOR OTHERS.  It is also TALKING ABOUT and SPEAKING Expression to point out that you are
exaggerating in what you tell, that you are talking just to get attention.

esbrafar
ESBRAFRAR Catalan word that means to desbravar, to tame a brave animal, in particular a horse or a mule.  Tame.  2 .
 Remove the gas from a fizzy drink, softening it. 

escagazarse
ESCAGAZAR ( SE ) In the south of Spain : Bother, hurt yourself: "You sneak me, leave me alone!" .  Or even in the
sense of getting tired, exhausting: "This petanque sneaks me!" .  And also annoy, tire "This music sneaks me. "

escalonarlo
ESCALONARLO form pronominal of the infinitive verb ESCALONAR , separate into continuous descending or ascenent



sections called steps . 

escalonarlo
ESCALONARLO form pronominal of the infinitive verb ESCALONAR , separate into continuous descending or ascenent
sections called steps . 

escalones
PLURAL STEPS of STEP rung of a scale or staircase

escalpe
ESCALPE 1 .  Native American war trophy that consisted of tearing off the hair with the scalp.   , 2 .  The flap wound that
affects the scalp and maintains its vascularization by a bridge or pedicle is called SCALP

escandinavia
SCANDINAVIA the geographical and cultural region of northern Europe consisting of Denmark, Iceland, Norway and
Sweden, in which the respective Nordic languages or Scandinavian languages are spoken. 

escangallar
ESCANGALLAR of Galician and Portuguese descangalhar .  in Zamora, Spain: undo, uncoyuntar, desmadejar, destroy,
break or spoil, in general a piece of furniture or an artifact, rest.  In Asturian the spelling is DESCANGAYAR

escape food
ESCAPE FOOD game combined with a gastronomic event, where participating teams have 45 minutes to solve puzzles.
 Dinner is served at the end of the competition. 

escape room
ESCAPE ROOM anglilicism by escape room, game in which competitors are locked in a room where they must solve
puzzles and sequential riddles to find the way out. 

escarabino
ESCARABINO is part of the magic phrase that Gabriel García Márquez puts in the mouth of a child who teaches
Florentino to kill birds in his book "Love in times of cholera": "Tino, tino, if I don't hit you I scan you' .  The enchantment
works miraculously the first time it tests its wave, but the second time it suffers serious eschatological problems and
fails.

escardiendo
ESCARDIENDO gerund of the verb ESCARDAR , to separate the good from the bad, especially referred to the value
and not the material . 

escarnioso
MOCKERY that produces DERISION , hurtful mockery and offensive

escatomancia
SCHATOMANCIA of the Greek skatos, excrement and mancia, divination; divination of a person's fate based on their



droppings or those of an animal. 

escebar
ESCEBAR spelling error by ENSEBAR placing the sebum . 

esclafit
ESCLAFIT downburst is a column of air that goes down from the base of the cloud and reaches the ground crashing and
generating ventolras to all sides of such magnitude that it destroys everything by its side.  It differs from the tornado in
that a tube forms from the base of the cloud that rotates and advances with an upward force that engulfs and lifts
everything, while the esclafit crushes. 

esclavo sexual
SEXUAL SLAVE person who voluntarily, or sometimes forcefully, lends himself to being sexually abused. 

esclavocrata
SLAVE in favor of the regime of free people and slaves who work free of charge for their owners. 

esclavoladino
ESCLAVOLADINO spelling error by SLAVE LADINO , in which LADINO can be the noun representative of the Jews
expelled from Spain by the Catholic kings in 1492 and who still speak that dialect in Turkey , or the adjective , which acts
with sagacity and disguise to achieve the desired . 

esclavócrata
SLAVE 1 .  Slavery or related to it 2.  Who is a supporter of slavery

escleridas
SCLERIDES in plant histology: female, plural misspelling by ESCLEREIDAS cell with a thick secondary cell wall that are
part of the sclerenchyma. 

escoba
ESCOBA Disaster , tendon ( tendal ) .  It is used as an expression to stay the BCOBA or LEAVE the BCOBA

escobal
ESCOBAL in Panama : Correction of the district of Colón, in the province of Colón .  Its name originated by the
abundance of broom palm trees. 

escogi
ESCOGI spelling error by CHOSEN , indefinite preterite of the verb CHOOSE

escojer
CHOOSE Does not exist.  It's a spelling mistake to choose

escoramiento



ScorATION action and effect of tilting a boat to the side. 2 .  Propping up a boat with scorns. 

escoriados
ESCORIADOS participle past plural of SLAG skin, remove the complexion or epithelium, leaving the flesh exposed

escornacabras
ESCORNACABRAS 1 .  Ski slope in Baqueira-Beret Catalonia, Spain, considered one of the most dangerous in the
world.  His correct name is Escornacabres.  2 .  Portuguese name of cornicabra , Pisacia terebinthus L .  , plant that
appears in deciduous forests and holm oaks.  Own mediterranean basin with some Euro-Ibizan enclaves. 

escorrentía
RUN RAINwater that drains freely through a piece of land

escotonado
ESCOTONADO in León, Asturias participio pasado de ESCOTONAR, cut the grass flush with the floor.  In nautical, the
hatch is the cape with which the sails of a ship are governed.  In Costa Rica it is a vulgarism for ELUSIVE, escotonarse

escritor zorro
WRITER ZORRO shrewd writer, shrewd

escrituracion
WRITING see WRITING

escrituración
DEED To register with public deed and in legal form a grant, contract, agreement, commitment or other procedure

escuela móvil
MOBILE SCHOOL bus specially conditioned to perform training, with features of a , classroom. 

escuelazo
ESCUELAZO in Argentina : a call that teachers make to celebrate the 11th of September, teacher's day, together with a
protest over wage demands and other requests not taken care of. 

escuincles
ESCUINCLE, A in Mexico, children, person who is in the childhood stage

esculapio
ESCULAPIO Physician

esculento
Edible Latin esculentum, said of plants, rather than animals : edible . 



escupitajo con mocos
Squat with MOCOS Mix of spit or gargajo with nasal phlegm

esencialización
ESSENTIALIZATION go towards the central, the most important, the deepest, the fundamental. 

esepticemia
ESEPTICEMIA misspelling by SEPTISEMIA

esferificar
SPHERIFY convert into a sphere, or approach it. 

esferita de cristal
CRISTAL SFERITA Ball, marble.  Glass ball that children use to play

esferoproteinas
SpherOPROTEINS plural of SPHEROPROTEIN Protein that takes an almost spherical form See SpherOPROTEIN

esferoproteína
SFEROPROTEIN They are structurally folded polypeptide chains and form a globular structure, similar to a sphere. 
They are divided into 5 5 groups according to their solubility capacity.  It's albumins, enzymes (almost all of them),
globulins, histones and prolamines

esfigmmetro
SPHYGMOMETER error by SPHYGMOMETER , of fr .  Sphigimètre and this one from the Greek 'sphisgos' pulse, and
'meter', measured; Heart pulse strength measuring device.   Not to be confused with [EESFIGMOMANOMER, minimum
and maximum blood pressure meter

esguience
SOMEONE MISSPELLING BY SPRAIN

esmeran
ESMERAN verbal form third plural person of present indicative of the indicative verb inmost reflective ESMERARSE :
strive , put a lot of effort and care in being perfect and cabal .

esnifero
ESNIFERO anglilicism of the verb TO SNIFF sniffing, sucking through the nose; singular first-person verb ESNIFAR ,
aspirar ( one line ) of cocaine .  2 .  Repl.  and adj.  Person who uses cocaine. 

eso no mas
THAT NO MORE expression that terminates an action, pointing out that everything is said or done. 

esofagitis



ESOFAGITIS inflammation of the esophagus

esoiral
ESOIRAL spelling error by SPIRAL

esp
ESP Acronyms for Extra-Sensory Perception .  Supernatural ability that allows a person to perform superhuman things,
such as visualizing the future, moving objects or communicating with spirits.

espaciales
ESOACIALES 1 pl .  of ESPACIALrefered or belonging to the space in which things are built and are.  2 .  referred to or
belonging to terrestrial and extraterrestrial space

espacio-tiempo
SPACE-TIME concept incorporated by the theory of special relativity in which both dimensions are, in fact, integrated
and form a supplementary dimension

espadafias
ESPADAIAS , plural of ESPADAIA (and not ESPADAFIA ) ( sometimes the fi is read as ñ if no lenses are used ) 1 .  s. 
F.  Herbaceous plant with radical leaves and long stem, which grows next to the stagnant waters resembled to a reed
and whose flowers form a compact spike. 2 .  Bell tower formed by a single wall on which the holes are open to place
the bells.  3 .  In a well, piece of iron from which the cubes are hung.

espaguetización
SPAGHETTIIZATION 1 .  Action and effect of spaghetti 2 .  Convert a compact dough into thin strips.  3 .  Figuratively,
cut or rip something (with a knife for example) into parallel and thin strips 4.  Figuratively, in astrophysics, it is to convert
something into the form of thin and thin strips, as a result of a high-intensity non-homogeneous (irregular) gravitational
field.

espanistan
ESPAÑISTÁN and not ESPANISTAN comiquera satire on the manocracy or the empire of Manolo , written by the
cartoonist Aleix Sailó , author of Simiocracia , Todoz naziz , Europesadilla

espantosas
HORANTOSAS f .  plural of HORANTOSO Horrible, terrible, scary.

espanyoles
ESPANYLOLES See ESPANYOLISTA


